
Necessity 

 

Personal needs 

(Choose students at random around the class.) Listen to what I say and repeat it, adding something 

that you need, e.g. T - I'm tired. S - I'm tired and I need a rest. 

I’m hungry.       I’m stressed.        I feel dizzy.       I’m thirsty.      I’m fed up with work.      I’m lonely.  
I can't cope with the kids.            I’ve got sunburn.           I’m flat broke.            I’m cold. I’m hot.         
I can't reach it.           I’m unemployed.            I’m late for а meeting.            I’ve got а headache. 

 

In groups, tell each other some of the things you need in your personal life. Explain why you need 

them. Here are some ideas. 

shopping/groceries,       household items,          qualifications,        money,       love,            holidays 
 

 

Decide who in your group, and in the class as а whole, has the simplest needs. 

In groups, decide what the following people need. For each one, name the three most important 

things. 

holiday maker,  body builder,  new-born baby,  student,   teenager,    mountaineer,   entrepreneur 
 

 

Bare necessities 

In pairs, brainstorm а list of the twenty most important things that you need on а day-today basis 

and put them in order from most to least important. See how your list and order compares with 

another pair.  

What is the bare minimum that а person needs to survive? List а few other things that people say 

they need, but that might not in fact be necessary. 

World needs 

Work in small groups and write five ideas under each of these headings.  

what the world needs now  
what things need doing to improve this town/country 
what people need in order to live in harmony 
 



Discuss how the needs of different countries compare. 

 

Jobs 

ln groups, brainstorm a list of professions and corresponding abilities. Try to come up with some 

unusual jobs, e.g. Explorers need to be to ride camels. Climbers need a good head for heights. 

In pairs, tell each other about the things you need to do/have/be for your present job, or a job that 

you had in the past, or one you want in the future. 

 

Invention 

What does the saying 'Necessity is the mother of invention' mean?  

In small groups, brainstorm a list of ten important inventions. Pass your list to another group. Look 

at the list your group receives and next to each invention write a sentence explaining why it was 

needed, e.g. The wheel - It was invented because people needed to transport heavy loads. 

  

Historical needs 

In small groups, discuss what people needed and didn't need to do at these times, e.g. People who 

lived 500 years ago needed to dry a lot of their food for the winter. 

50 years ago,                        500 years ago,                               5,000 years ago 
 

 

Compare how things are different these days and make a few notes of your ideas, e.g. Nowadays 

we don't need to dry things like fish because we can keep them refrigerated. 

 

Jobs around the house 

Work in groups of three. Student А, name а household chore. Student В, say what you need in 

order to do it. Student С, name the next chore, e.g.  

А - We have to clean the floor.  

В - We need а top and some detergent.  

С - We have to put up а shelf.  



(Variation: For higher levels, Student А uses the structure needs + -ing. Student В repeats with If ..., 

e.g.  

А - The floor needs cleaning.  

В - If the floor needs cleaning, we'll need а top and some detergent.  

С - А shelf needs putting up.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


